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Abstract- In this proposed work, we will consider the problem
of the incremental mining of sequential patterns when new
transactions are added to dynamic database. We will strive for
algorithm for mining frequent sequences that uses information
collected during an earlier mining process to minimize the time
and cost for finding new sequential patterns in the updated
database. This could be useful for mining sequential patterns
by applying this proposed algorithm than to mine sequential
patterns using a standard algorithm, by breaking down the
database into an original database and an increment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of data mining is growing rapidly.
Analysis of past transaction data can provide very valuable
information on customer buying behavior, and business
decisions. Recently, the discovering of frequent patterns
gains its focus due to its many applications in data
management, and several algorithms have been proposed to
discover frequent query patterns using the frequent structure
mining techniques. In this work, we will consider the
problem of incremental mining of frequent patterns. We will
attempt to propose a new method to minimize the I/O and
computation requirements for handling incremental updates.
Many real life sequence databases grow incrementally. It is
undesirable to mine sequential patterns from scratch each
time when small sets of sequences grow, or when some new
sequences are added into the database. Incremental
algorithm should be developed for sequential pattern mining
so that mining can be adapted to incremental database
updates. However, it is nontrivial to mine sequential patterns
incrementally, especially when the existing sequences grow
incrementally because such growth may lead to the
generation of many new patterns due to the interactions of
the growing subsequences with the original ones.

Sequential pattern mining is an important and active
research topic in data mining with broad applications, such
as customer shopping transaction analysis, mining web logs,
mining DNA sequences, etc. There have been quite a few
sequential patterns or closed sequential pattern mining
algorithms proposed in the previous work, such as that mine
frequent subsequences from a large sequence database
efficiently. These algorithms  work in a one-time fashion:

mine the entire database and obtain the set of results.
However, in many applications, databases are updated
incrementally. For example, customer shopping transaction
database is growing daily due to the appending of newly
purchased items for existing customers for their subsequent
purchases and/or insertion of new shopping sequences for
new customers. Other examples include Weather sequences
and patient treatment sequences which grow incrementally
with time. The existing sequential mining algorithms are not
suitable for handling this situation because the result mined
from the  old  database is no longer valid on the updated
database, and it is intolerably inefficient to mine the updated
databases from scratch.

In this paper, we propose an efficient algorithm, called ISP
(Incremental Sequence Pattern), for computing the frequent
Pattern in the updated database when new transactions and
new customers are added to the original database. We will
strive for algorithm for mining frequent sequences that uses
information collected during an earlier mining process to
minimize  the  time  and  cost  for  finding new sequential
patterns in the updated database.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.  The
previous work is described in Section 2. The algorithm ISP
is described in Section 3.Finally; Section 4 concludes the
paper with future avenues for research.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

The initial efficient frequent patterns mining algorithm is
Apriori. A number of Apriori-based algorithms have been
proposed to improve the performance of Apriori by
addressing issues related to the I/O cost. Han et al. propose a
data structure, frequent pattern tree or FP-Tree, and an
algorithm called FP-growth that allows mining of frequent
itemsets without    generating candidate itemsets. The
construction of FP-Tree requires two data scans. As pointed
out by the designers of FP-Tree, no algorithm works in all
situations. A new data structure called H-struct was
introduced to deal with sparse data solely.
A. Temporal Data Mining

Temporal data mining searches for interesting correlations
or patterns in large sets of temporal data. Chang et al.
introduced research for temporal association rule mining.
Traditional association rule algorithms can’t find the
temporal association rules in the particular periods.
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Cust_id Itemsets

C1 10 20 20 50 70

C2 10 20 30 40

C3 10 20 40 30

C4 60 90

Itemsets

50 60 70 80 100

50 60 80 90

Temporal  association rules mining doesn’t consider the
utility of every item. Temporal utility mining is a research
which is extended from temporal association rules mining
and utility mining. Tseng et al. introduced an efficient
algorithm, THUIMine, to finding temporal high utility
itemsets from data streams. THUI-Mine was based on the
principle of Two-Phase algorithm, and was extended by
SWF-algorithm to be applicable in incremental database.
The method can effective reduce the number of 2-itemset
candidates, and used the same way to generate k-itemset
candidates.

III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In this section we give  the formal definition of the
problem of incremental sequential pattern mining. First, we
formulate the concept of sequence mining summarizing the
formal description of the problem introduced in [9] and
extended in [10]. A brief overview of the GSP algorithm is
also provided. Second we examine the incremental update
problem in detail.
A. Mining of Sequential Patterns
Let DB be a set of customer transactions where each
transaction T consists of customer-id, transaction time and a
set of items involved in the transaction. Let I ={i1,i2…im} be
a set of literals called items. An itemset is a non-empty set of
items. A sequence s is a set of itemsets ordered according to
their time stamp. It is denoted by<s1,s2…sn> where s j , j
€1,2..n, is an itemset. A k-sequence is a sequence of k items
(or of length k). For example, let us consider that a given
customer   purchased   items 1,2,3,4,5   according   to the
following sequence :s=< (1)(2, 3) (4) (5)> This means that
apart from 2 and 3 that were purchased together, i.e. during a
common transaction, items in the sequence were bought
separately. s is a 5-sequence.

A sequence <s1,s2…sn> is a sub-sequence of another
sequence<s’1,s’2,….s’m>ere exist integers i1< i2 <…ij…..<in

such that s1 ,s’i1ك s2كs’i2,….. sn s’inك .For example, the
sequence s’ =<(2) (5)> is a sub-sequence of s because (2) ك
(2, 3) and (5) ك (5). However <(2) (3)> is not a sub-
sequence of s since items were not bought during the same
transaction.
B. Property

If A⊆ B for sequences A, B then supp(A)≥supp(B) because
all transactions in DB that support B necessarily also
support A.

All transactions from the same customer are grouped
together and sorted in increasing order and are called a data
sequence. A support value (supp(s)) for a sequence gives its
number of actual occurrences in DB. Nevertheless, a
sequence in a data sequence is taken into account only once
to compute the support even if several occurrences are
discovered. In other words, the  support  of  a  sequence is

defined as the fraction of total distinct data sequences that
contain s. A data sequence contains a sequence s if s is a
sub-sequence of the data sequence. In order to decide
whether a sequence is frequent or not, a minimum support
value (minSupp) is specified by the user and the sequence is
said to be frequent if the condition supp (s) ≥ minSupp holds.

Given a database of customer transactions the problem of
sequential pattern mining is to find all the sequences whose
support is greater than a specified threshold (minimum
support). Each of these represents a sequential pattern, also
called a frequent sequence.
Incremental Mining on Discovered Sequential Patterns

Let DB be the original database and minSupp the
minimum support. Let db be the increment database where
new transactions or new customers are added to DB. We
assume that each transaction on db has been sorted by
customer-id and transaction time. U=DB db is the updated
database containing all sequences from DB and db.

(DB) (db)

Fig. 1. An original database (DB) and an increment database
with new transactions (db)

Let LDB be the set  of frequent  sequences in DB. The
problem of incremental mining of sequential patterns is to
find frequent sequences in U, noted LU , with respect to the
same minimum support. Furthermore, the incremental
approach has to take advantage of previously discovered
patterns in order to avoid re-running all mining algorithms
when the data is updated.

First, we consider the problem when new transactions are
appended to customers already existing in the database. In
order to illustrate this problem, let us consider the base DB
given in Figure 1, giving facts about a population reduced to
just four customers. Transactions are ordered according to
their time-stamp. For instance, the data sequence   of
customer C3 is < (10 20) (40) (30) >.Let us assume that the
minimum support value is 50%, which means that in order to
be considered as frequent a sequence must be observed for at
least two customers. The set of all maximum frequent
sequences embedded in the database is the following: LDB =
{<(10 20) (30) >,<(10 20) (40)>}. After some update
activities, let us consider the increment database db
(described in Figure 1) where new transactions are appended
to customers C2 and C3. Assuming that the support value is
the same, the following two sequences <(60) (90)> and <(10
20) (50 70)> become frequent after the database update since
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Cust_id Itemsets Itemsets

C1 10 20 20 50 70 50 60 70 80 100

C2 10 20 30 40 50 60 80 90

C3 10 20 40 30

C4 60 90 10 40 70 80

C5

1 .

they have sufficient support. Let us consider the  first  of
these.  The sequence is not frequent in DB since the
minimum support does not hold (it only occurs for the last
customer). With the increment database, this sequence
becomes frequent since it appears in the data sequences of
the customer C3 and C4. The sequence <(10 20)> could be
detected for customers C1, C2 and C3 in the original
database. By introducing the increment database the new
frequent sequence <(10 20) (50 70)> is discovered because it
matches with transactions of C1 and C2. Furthermore, new

IV. ISP ALGORITHM

In this section we introduce the ISP algorithm for
computing frequent sequences in the updated database. After
a brief description of our proposal, we explain, step by step,
our method for efficiently mining new frequent sequences
using information collected during an earlier mining process.
Then we present the associated algorithm and the
optimization techniques.

DB

frequent sequences are discovered: <(10 20) (30) (50 60)
(80) > and <(10 20) (40) (50 60) (80) >.<(50 60) (80) > is a
frequent sequence in db and on scanning DB we find that the
frequent sequences in LDB are its predecessor.

(DB) (db)

Fig. 2. An original database (DB) and an increment database
with new transactions and new customers (db)

L

Ldb
1

candExt.

f reqExt

f
reqSeed

candInc

f reqInc

LU

Frequent sequences in the original database.
Frequent 1-sequences embedded in db and validated on
U.
Candidate sequences generated from db.
Frequent sequences obtained from candExt and validated
on U.
Frequent sub-sequences of LDB extended with an item from
Ldb

Candidate sequences generated by appending sequences of
f reqExt to sequences of f reqSeed.
Frequent sequences obtained from candInc and validated on
U.

Frequent sequences in the updated database.

Table 1 Notation for Algorithm

Let us now consider the problem when new customers
and new transactions are appended to the original database
(Figure 2). Let us consider that the minimum support value
is still 50%, which means that in order to be considered as
frequent a sequence must now be observed for at least three
customers since a new customer C5 has been added.
According to this constraint the set of frequent sequences
embedded in the original database becomes LDB = {<(10 20)
>} since the sequences <(10 20) (30) > and <(10 20) (40)>
occur only for customers C2 and C3. Nevertheless, the
sequence <(10 20)> is still frequent since it appears in the
data sequences of customer C1, C2 and C3. By introducing
the increment database, the set of frequent sequences in the
updated database is LU={<(10 20)(50)>,<(10) (70)>,<(10)
(80)>,<(40) (80)>,<(60)>}. Let us now take a closer look at
the sequence  <(10  20) (50)>. This  sequence  could  be
detected for customer C1 in the original database but it is not
a frequent sequence. Nevertheless, as the item 50 becomes
frequent with the increment database, this sequence also
matches with transactions of C2 and C3. In the same way,
the sequence <(10) (70)> becomes frequent since, with the
increment, it appears in the data sequences of C1, C2 and the
new customer C5.

Algorithm ISP

Input: DB the original database, LDB the set of frequent
sequences in DB, the support of each item embedded in DB,
db the increment database, minSupp the minimum support
threshold and k the size of the maximal sequences in LDB.
Output: The set LU of all frequent sequences in U=DB
db.
Method:

//First Iteration
Ldb

1 ←
foreach i db do
if (supportDBڂ db(i)≥ minSupp) then Ldb

1← Ldb
;{i}ڂ1

enddo
Prune out from LDB sequences no more verifying the
minimum support;
2-candExt ← generate candidate 2-sequences by joining
Ldb

1with Ldb
1;

// find sequences occurring in db
Scan db for 2-candExt;
Generate from LDB, the set of frequent sub-sequences;
Scan U to validate candidate 2-candExt and frequent sub-
sequences occurring before items of Ldb

1 ;
2- f reqExt ← frequent sequences from 2-candExt;

// jth Iteration
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j=2;

While (j- f reqExt != )do

candInc ← generate candidates from f reqSeed and j- f
reqExt;
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j++;
j-candExt ← Generate candidate
j-sequences from j- f reqExt;
// find sequences occurring in db
Scan db for j-candExt;
If (j- f reqExt != OR candInc != ) then
Scan U for j-candExt and candInc;
endif
j- f reqExt ← frequent j-sequences;
f reqInc ← f reqInc + candidates from candInc verifying the
support on U;
enddo
LU← LDB ڂ {maximal frequent sequences in f reqSeed ڂ f
reqInc f reqExtڂ };
end Algorithm ISP

V. CONCLUSION

This paper described a new algorithm ISP for discovering
large itemsets in a transaction database. Given a reasonably
accurate suggested set of large itemsets, ISP allows big-sized
candidate itemsets to be generated and processed early. This
results in significant to reducing the number of database scan
compared with traditional Apriori-based mining algorithms.
To obtain a good suggested set, sampling techniques can be
applied. ISP is thus an efficient and practical algorithm for
mining association rules.
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